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Practice for April Convention

Sinister ’Red’ Plot Foiled at MUN Regional Meet
By GARY WILIAAMS
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Early Sattuday morning, a small band
of Albanian Communists from SJS met to
receive final instructions on how to carry
out a scheme the United States has been
fighting for years.
SIX hours later their plan was muTowly
foiled. However, group chairman ,Greg Villamov was jubilant. They failed after several
countries "established new diplomatic policies," said Perry Kneisel, but it was only a
practice run.
SJS STUDENTS
The Albanians are really SJS students
who were participating in a regional allday Model United Nations conference in
Sonoma.
They now feel they have a good chance
to sta. si with their plan, when the MUN

convention opens in San Francisco, April
27-30.
Committee meetings were held in the
morning to discuss agenda for the afternoon General Assembly.
Con Lebedeff and Villamov had promised
Albania would play the role of troublemaker, but not much happened until Nationalist China smswered roll call in the
General Assembly.
Villamov challenged Nationalist China’s
right to represent the Chinese people.
Dr. Sanford Lyman, president of the regional General Assembly, squelched the move
by appointing a committee to study the issue
and report back next year.
The delegates were convulsed with laughter at one point, when a sergeant -at-arms
approached a khaki -clad Cuban representative and asked for his toy machine gim.

First resolution on the agenda was sponsored by Albania and Byelorussia. It called
for the admission of Red China to the U.N.
Dr. Lyman used the chairman’s prerogative, ruling the matter of seating China was
not one of major importance, thus requiring
a simple majority vote to pass, instead of a
two-thirds majority.
WOULD DESTROY U.N.
Spain and Turkey protested the decision,
saying the admittance of China would destroy the U.N. Turkey moved that the matter be brought to a vote and the chairman’s
decision was reversed.
The resolution to seat China was then
voted on as a matter of importance and it
failed to win the needed two-thirds majority, amid cries of disbelief from Communist delegates. France, Palcistan, India
and several other countries voted contrary

to established policies, or the resolution
would have passed.
Debate on the issue set the tone for following resolutions. Discussion became so
heated Dr. Lyman requested the delegates
temper their remarks in the interest of
world peace.
Hal Kushins, speaking for Albania on
the China resolution, won boisterous approval from the Communist countries when
he referred to the United States as a "hideous western criminal."
The morning committee meetings were
calmer than the General Assembly, but they
did have their moments. Sam Bedew’, from
the SJS Albanian delegation, denounced
plans for a volunteer corps to work in various countries. He claimed the corps was
nothing but a device for spying activities.
An equally serious rebuke questioned Al-

banla’s cause for concern, saying the country has no secrets worth stealing.
The Albanian delegation was composed
of Lebedeff and Villarnov, the advisor and
chairman, MaryAnne Urbani, Richard Miner,
Ira Meltzer, Julie Harbor, Vic Lee, Kushins,
Erin Goodwin, Sam Badawl and Kheisal.
DID NOT ATTEND
Mohammed Adwan, William Bennett,
Fred Herro and Gene Lokey did not attend.
Albania had plrumed to walk out of the
convention, but South Africa stole its thunder by angrily stomping out after a blistering exchange with Tanzania.
Thirty-seven schools participated in the
regional meeting, which serves as a practice
before the main four day conference.
More than 100 colleges and universities
will be represented at the San Francisco
convention.
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At Civic Auditorium

Fuller Schedules Final Talk
By DICK DANIELS
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
"San Jose Tomorrow in Fuller’s
Vision" is the topic of tonight’s
farewell lecture by R. Buckminster
Fuller, first SJS Scholar-in-Residence, at San Jose Civic Auditorium at 7:30.
Fuller, 70, leaves tomorrow afternoon after a two-month residency on the SJS campus. He
leaves San Francisco International
Atrport for Pacific Palisades,
where he will deliver an address
to an ear research meeting.
During his eight-week stay at
SJS, Fuller deliVereci 210 hours of
formal lecturethe equivalent to
an average four-year load of a
college professor. He conducted SlIC
lecture workshops, three campuswide lectures and numemus lectures to community, civic and religious organizations in the San
Francsico and San Jose areas.
Fuller has a full-time research
professorship at Southern Illinois
but
University in Carbondale,
has traveled extensively.
The 70-year-old architect, poet,
engineer, philosopher, Inventor arid
mathemetician has visited 174 col-

leges and universities throughout
the world in his lifetime and holds
nine doctoral degrees.
Fuller has been selected to design the U.S. Pavilion at the 1967
World’s Fair in Montreal, Quebec.
In July, Fuller will meet with
Archbishop Makarios of Cyprus to

Today’s Weather
sant:. Clara Salle): Fair tialay
except for morning fog. Predicted high temperature Iodic... 63fig. Predicted low temperature
tonight, 45-50. Northstont winds
10-15 miles per hour.

versities in the United States.
He will receive two more honorary doctoral degrees this June,
from Long Island University, a
doctor of humane letters, and from
California College of Arts and
Crafts, a doctorate of fine arts, in
Oakland.

CO-REC ’RABBIT ROCK’
An Egg Ro117Yes, but not the kind we’re used
to. This eventnot itemwdi take place tonight during Co-Rec, which begins at 7:30 in
the Women’s Gym. In the egg roll contestants,
such as Carole Hendy of the Co-Rec committee,

For ASB President

Treasurer Bill Clark
Pres.
Declares Candidacy
BUCKMINSTER FULLER
. . . leaves tomorrow

Author Felix Greene
Gives Viet Talk Tonight
Author - correspondent Felix
Greene, recently returned from a
tour of Asia, will present a "Report of Viet Nam" tonight at 8
In Morris Dailey Auditorium.
During his three-week stay in
North Viet Nam, the British-born
Writer spoke with President Ho
Chi Minh, local commanders, peasants and members of anti-aircraft
Units.
On his return to the United
States, Green commented, "I was
surprised at the intensity of the
bombing that had taken place in
North Viet Nam."
He observed that the result of
the United States’ 20,000 bombing
raids (figures based on Washington reports) had been the reverse
of what the government had expected.
Bombing "has consolidated and
unified opinion in North Viet Nam
more than anything else could
done. The mood of the Vietnamese
is both defiant and confident and

formally open the One-World Society living quarters on the wartorn island.
During the coz-ning year, Fuller
is also scheduled to visit Australia, New Zealand, several South
Seas islands, Canada, Greece, Yugoslavia and several other uni-

their confidence is not based merely on heroics and wishful thinking," Green added.
Slides of the Greenes’ Viet Nam
trip were shown here by his wife,
Mrs. Elena Greene, during Friday’s
Viet Nam Day Committee progTam.

The exchange program would
Bill Clark, ASB treasurer, today
announced his candidacy for 1966- be with an Eastern college and
67 ASB President and issued a would enable students to study
partial five point platforrn calling !outside their state "at in-state
for "rational progress" in student I tuition fees."
government.
"An ASB office is more than a
dignity with certain responsibilitiesit is a mandate for impmvement in the student’s educational
opportunities," Clark said in his
declaration statement.
The 20-year-old junior social science major listed five areas where
he feels he could initiate "a major
change with a reasoned approach."
His partial platform calls for
student discount service In local
stores, a tutorial program for
underprivileged children, a master
plan for campus beautification, an
annual national affairs symposium
and an exchange program with
another U.S. college.
10 PER CENT DISCOUNT
Elaborating on his first plaint,
AIL
Clark said he would aim for "a
10 per cent student ctiscount in
BILL CLARK
local stores. This would benefit
. . . seeks presidency
both the business community and
the student." The candidate went
on to say that such a plan "has
worked out very well," at Purdue
University.
His tutorial proposal would come
under ASB supervision with volunteer student help. For his camStudent Council will meet today
pus beautification pmgrarn Clark at 2:45 p.m. in the College Union
expressed interest in the possibility to discuss:
of making a mosaic of the college
proposed constitutional amendemblem.
ments to equalize graduate stuHis national affairs symposium dent representation cm Student
would bring high-level national Council. All fonr undergraduate
figures to S.IS for a two-day dis- classes now have four representaCUSSieorl on a current issue. The tives each, and the graduate class
pmgrair., initiated at Vanderbilt has two. The proposal may be to
University, has not been tried bY change representation to three stuany Western college. Varalerbilt’s dents for each of the five classes.
first symposium included Adlai
a pmposerl act. for governing
Stevenson and Martin Luther King. publications supported by the
SYMPOSIUM AT CIVIC
ASB.
’The cost of such a project
the repeal of an act setting
wouldn’t be as great as you might up a conunittee to plan ab annual
think because most national fig- transition and retreat for ASB
ures am willing to come for travel- representatives. Council two weeks
ing expetues," Clark reasoned. Ho ago passed an informal resolution
added that. the symposium could to eliminate the event for this
be held al. the Civic Auditorium. yettr.

Student Council
Agenda Listed

DESPITE AN EFFORT to maintain fairness to all candidates
in the ASB elections, the Spartan Daily inadvertently failed
to run a picture of Victor Lee
yesterday. Lee announced his
candidacy for ASS vice president....

will push an egg across a course with their nose
and then the teammates will continue the relay.
Miss Hendy’s teammates are from left, Judy
Loveall, Carol McArthur and Penny Peterson.

Clark Asks Pay Raise
For State College Teachers

said yesterday to the College Co- if the salaries we offer are not
operation Committee of the Great- competitive," he continued.
It is necessary to start instrucer Chamber of Commerce, in the
SJS cafeteria.
tors at a higher level to get them
Last year a 15.8 per cent salary to work for the state colleges.
increase was needed to make the Instructors then ask to be ProCalifornia State Colleges competi- moted to associate professor two
tive, but salaries were raised only years after being hired. Pres.
Clark said that two years is not
10 per cent.
"We must recruit teachers from long enough to evaluate an instrucoutside Califorrtia. There are not tor’s performarice before promotenough qualified teachers from ing him.
"Getting instructors is a matter
within California," Pres. Clark remarked. Last year half the state of supply and demand," Pres Clinic
college teachers came from outside said. "We are committed to getCalifornia. "It is very hard to re- ting as good instructors as we
Phil Whitten, graduate sociology cruit teachers from out of state possibly can."
major, yesterday announced his
ƒw
candidacy for graduate representative.
Whitten is president of Students
for a Democratic Society (SDS)
and Students for Excellence in
Education (SEE).
"I will run my campaign solely
on the basis of issues, without the
rah-rah so characteristic of stuA bus trip sponsored by the Santa Clara County Council of
dent goverrunent elections," WhitChurches will take students Saturday morning to Manteca to join the
ten stated.
Delano Grape Strikers in a portion of their march to Stockton. AnyWhitten’s platform calls for:
one interested in taking the bus should attend a meeting tonight
Greater student participation
at the Calvary Methodist. Church, Morris and Naglee, Pete Ellis,
in academic reform.
president of Christians for Social Action announces.
Fight to maintain no tttition
"A five to six per cent salary
increase is needed to keep salaries
of the California State Colleges
comptetitive with those of other
colleges," Pres. Robert D. Clark

Phil Whitten
Seeks Office
Of Grad Rep

llehus SrieP
Manteca Bus Trip

in state colleges and raise faculty
salaries.
Effect a more favorable balance of trade between SJS and
the San Jose community.
Open the library 24 hours a
day.
Make the Spartan Daily independent. of the Journalism Department and have the editor
elected by the students.
Make birth control information and devices available to the
students.
Re-evaluate the football pm.
gram.
Re-evaluate spending of ASB
funds for the Alumni Association.
Abolislunent of non-voluntary
approved housing.
Increase of cultural and educational Programs such as acholarin-residence and lecture progiant

Concert Program
German piatiLst Herman Reulter and tenor John Paton will be
featured at Concert Hall tomorrow night at 8:15.
Fteutter has written works in symphony, choral and piano categories, as well as a number of songs. His classes in song interpretation have been offered in nerimm. Frinre, the United States and
Japan.

SDS Meeting

man a program
isps)
Students for a Dern,-.
for the remainder of the sem.--ter tomorrow, 4 p.m. at 295 E. San
Fernando, apartment. 3, Phil Whitten, SL1S president announced Tuftday.
SDS will consider community projeets among the poor arid arranging for author Paul Goodman to appear on campus, Whitten said.

Spartis Life Sales

Cary Koegle, Sparta Life editor, announced the Spring ’66 issue
of Sparta Life is almost here. It will go on sale Wednesday, April 13.
Sparta Life is the magazine that. covers significant, exciting
events at San Jose State. The Spring issue of the magazine is packed
with campus features.
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Election Code
Ranks ’Low’

111147’’.7:> SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
Editor

TOM MEAD

Advertising Mgr.

JERRY FORD

By PATRICK HEFFERNAN
Just what is going on in the ASB government this time? Didn’t anyone ever
tell them that it is not quite cricket to
change rules in the middle of the gante’’
Apparently the game isn’t going the
way they want it to because they did
change rules in that "special nteeting" of
the Council.
After kicking it around for several
months, someone in Washington Square
suddenly realized that elections were drawing near and if parties don’t get outlawed
pretty quickly the SPUR candidates (unendorsed, of course) might have to run
on the party’s record. Horrors!

We Believe

’Dangerous Step’
A dangerous precedent may have
been established when the ASII president signed into law the recently passed
bill of amendments to the Election
Code.
In affixing his signature to the bill,
he sanctioned the belief that the ends
justify the meansdespite the fact that
the means are diabolically opposed to
(our basic fundamental political precepts.
Perhaps our president and Student
Council need a lesson in political science.
In passing the bill which for the
most part is heartedly welcomed, the
president and council allowed a proision to be added to the Election
Code, which calls for political parties
but negates the endorsement of candidates.
The reasoning behind this particular
provisiort is based upon the belief that
the emphasis should be on the rights
of the individual and not on the right
to organize.
A careful analysis of the basic fundamental precepts shows that individual rights and the right to organize
are bulwarks in a democratic government.
Whether political parties are good
or bad is of little importance. What
is important is the fact that our ASB

government Los allowed a breach in
basic belief.
Political parties constitute a basic
elentent of detnocratic institutional
apparatus. To abolish the distinctions
of the partyas the new amendment
to the code does, is not only impractical but not desirable in a free gov eminent.
What the president ltas approved in
signing this bill is a limitation on the
right to (organize for political redress.
Government cannot litnit the use of
the facilities of democracy unless we
accept a dangerous step.
The action of the president and
Student Council is unfortunate. ftt its
eagerness to update the Election Code,
it has flaunted the democratic process.
Although the provision which restricts political parties is just part of
a complex bill of amendtnent, council
should have defeated the entire package if basic precepts were violated.
The ASB president also should
have vetoed the entire bill if a part
of that bill breaks basic precepts.
In its haste to adopt the bill amendments, the president and council decided the ends--a better Election Code
justifies the meansa flagrant violation of principles.
We believe the ends can never justify the means if those means are the
bulwark which affords the opportunity for an end.

SPECIAL MEETING
So they called a special Council meeting
(on a Fridaydouble horrors!) and proceeded to legalize the formation of politi-

"The

Doubting Student Says
Teach-in Was Successful
Editor:
It has been no secret that I believed the
San Jose Teach-In would do more harm than
good. The Spartan Daily went so far as making my "off the record" statements, concerning
this matter, public knowledge.
I firmly believed that the Teach-In at San
Jose State would only attract the same people who have attended past demonstrations
arid would provide further ammunition for
the Hawks running the Mercury-News (which
didn’t even carry a front page article on any
of the demonstrations).
As those of us who were there know the
program was received by an audience that
ranged from 200-400 students and faculty
during the five hours. Since the audience was
constantly changing it would be difficult to
estimate the total crowd.
More important than the size of the audience wzo; the fact that them were so many
"new faces."
At this time I would like to be as vocal in
apologizing, not only to those who disagreed
with me and put forth their efforts into this
Teach-In but to those who had the opportunity to be present at this enlightening experience.
Ira Meltzer
A2g

sizes that all progress should be directed toward a one-world citizenry
indeed ultimately a universal citizenry.
If Fuller had never even heard of
the geodesic dome and his other accomplishments, much less inv ented
them, his philosophical insight into
the future of mankind is a major contribution to men of good will everywhere.
San Jose State will miss Richard
Buckminster Fuller, but his impact
and visions will remain always in the
hearts and minds of those who came
into contact with this genius of insight
and understanding.
Few can ever hope to capture entirely the breadth of Fuller’s universality. for few really understand the
world as Fuller does. But few walk
away after meeting him without understanding it a little more.
D.D.

Prof Backs Cilbaugh,
Calls Demands ’Blatant’
Editor:
Reply to: Messrs. C. M. Larsen and Lawrence Lee:
I am sure that everyone was astounded by
the blatant demands as you expressed them
in your letter published in the San Jose Mercury of March 24 and the Spartan Daily. The
audacity of requesting that Dean Gilbaugh
resign because he dared publish ideas that
just don’t happen to be in harmony with your
personal beliefs certainly demonstrates a
lack on your part of belief in freedom of
speech.
You seemed to have based your position
upon the unusual paragraph which I quote
in full from your letter:
’The simple fact is that the very best colleges in America have a great deal of faculty
participation In their management, and the
very worst institutions have almost none."
Since it is such a simple fact, please pub-- --

SCREEN SCENES
CINEMA

TOWNE

295-7238 1433 The Alameda
297-3000
Fillini’s Masterpiece
B Bardof in
"JUILIET OF THE SPIRITS"
"LOVE ON A PILLOW’
in color
Free passes and albums
at Coast Radio.

552 South Bascom

"MOMENT OF TRUTH"

s ill) the purchase of a hamburger
or any other sandwich.
Today Hirai Sunday only.

Burger Town
460 East William SL
Phone 286-5622

SARATOGA

STUDIO

1167-3026
14502 Big linvin Way
’’IPCRESS FILE" in color,
398 South First

and
"BEDTIME STORY"

G A Y
SOO South Find

294-S544

"FRENCH
WITHOUT DRESSING"

and
"ROCCO AND
HIS BROTHERS"

that’ll

Dean, Teach-In Discussed

Bucky Leaves

3/gee Coke

...

Thrust and Parry

Staff Editorial

Richard Buckminster Fuller, San
Jose State"s first Scholar-in-Residence,
leaves tomorrow after an inspirational
two-month residency on campus.
To evaluate Fuller’s impact on society by pointing to his geodesic dome
and his other physical accomplishments only would indeed rob genuine
insight into the real Fuller.
Fuller is a member of today’s and
tomorrow’s generations despite his 70
years of age. Unlike so many his age,
Fuller never talks of the "good old
days." He refers to history only when
speaking of the present and future.
His optimism for the future of mankind defies comparison with few others. He praises today’s students for
being more aware than those in the
past.
By far, Fuller’s message for the future can best be heard by his concept
for a one-world citizenry. He empha-

United States will be first on the moon
be another five billion dollars!"

111441178

Nominated for

5 Academy Awards
including BEST ACTRESS
Sidney
Elizabeth
Poitier
Hartman

"A PATCH OF BLUE"
also "AGENT FOR H.A.R.M. color
Student discount cards honored.

cal parties and then forbid them from
endorsing anybodytriple horrors!
John Hendricks said that he favored
most of the amendments and signed the
new code. His rationale is that it prevents
the executive committee of a grim!) f
endorsing a candidate that the rank and
file don’t approve of.
Of course, what ix to prevent the rank
and file from quitting and working for
their own candidates and leaving the executives holding the bag?

lish the list of the ten best colleges and universities, also the list of the ten worst colleges

SIX HANDOUTS

and universities. Please show very carefully
how faculty participation in the management
of said colleges is the deciding factor in making them the best. Also show how the lack
of faculty participation in the government
of the ten worst colleges in the United States
is the deciding factor that has made them
terrible. Please place San Jose State in its
correct position.
Gentlemen, what is this new political
democracy that states that administrators
at San Jose State do not have freedom of
speech or the right to publish? Is there no
place for loyal opposition administrators in
your democracy?
Who decides whether the beliefs, the thinking, the executive acts and the cooperative
spirit of administrators are proper? Who decided whether college professors’ speeches and
publications are proper?
Is a college professor a teacher, legislator,
executive, and judge wrapped up in one robe?
In fact, through the use of public demands
for resignations of non-conformists and the
threat to use public requests for resignations
have you not developed control of thought and
executive action at San Jose State College?
These are important question.s that you
have presented to the California taxpayers
and to the students of San Jose state and
their parents.
Arthur H. Price
Professor of Edue.ation and
Assistant to the Dean of the College

At the same time, the Council passed
an amendment that permits candidates
six types of handouts instead of three. Because many candidates in the last election
had trouble paying for three handouts, it
seems that the only groups that can now
afford to mount a campaign live somewhere between 10th and 12th streets.
And, since parties have been outlawed,
only these groups will have ready-made
organizatiOns to work for their "brothers"
and the money to print six runs of
handouts that Freddy what’s his-his-name
will be handing out.
Why don’t we just build the new College
Union on Ilth Streetit would solve a lot
of communication problems. And while
we are outfitting it, may I suggest large
shovels for the representatives and hip
boots for the observers?

’Defend Internationalists’
Writer Will Defend U.S.
Editor:
In reply to J. Bacon’s letter (Daliy 3/25),
I note that he states my argument for being
in Viet Nam is the SEATO pact. However,
I said this was the opinion of the President
and the Secretary of State.
Bacon evidently has more concern for internationalism and none for American victory. He is sold on international law and/or
those who control it. He is conditioned to defend international government and its "law."
I am conditioned by nine generations to
defend my country, the United States, against
all enemies whosoever.
Therefore, let Bacon defend the internationalists and their governments while I defend the United States on the field of battle.
A. P. Anderson
A21943
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Be Unforgettable with
Cologne Spray Mists
by PRINCE MATCHABELLI
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limited time only ... $2
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WIND SONG
PROPHECY
GOLDEN AUTUMN
STRADIVARI
BELOVED
ALBANO
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Instructor
To Present Spectrum News To Air Tape
Piano Recital Of Hanoi Radio Propaganda’

Photo
HON. MAHAMANE HAIDARA, President of
the National Assembly in Mali and Mayor of

Timbuktu, speaks to Malian students attending
SJS while Lamine Keita, Secretary-General of
Mali looks on. The President and his entourage

;

B b

Miss Valerie Nash, instructor in
music, vvill present a faculty piano
recite! in Concert Hall tonight at
8:15.
The program ineludes Bach’s
Partita No. 4 in D Major; Beethoven’s Sonata in D Minor, Op.
31, No. 2; Prokofiev’s "Visions
Fugitives," Op. 22, and Chopin’s
Scherzo in E Major, Op. 54.
miss Nash was graduated from
SJS in 1955 where she studied
piano with Thomas Ryan, professor of music, anti soloed with tit,
Symphony Orchestra.
The pianist received her Al S
degree from New York’s Juilliard
’School of Music. After teaching at
Baldwin School, Bryn Mawr, Pa.,
and the Cathedral School, Washington, D.C.. she joined the SJS
Music Department faculty in 1963.,
- I
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marks reached the largely Englishspeaking audience through the
translation of State Department
Escort Interpreter George Bean.
Even Moussa Toure, Malian student leader, spoke first in French,
then in English. Welcoming the
diplomats, he told them that their
visit showed Malian students that
"our country thinks of her children
no matter where they are in the
world."
He said that Malian students
were satisfied with the excellence
of courses they take here and expressed appreciation for the role
their country played in sending
them here to study.
GREETS STATESMEN
Thomas R. Coke, foreign student adviser, greeted the Malian
statesmen on behalf of the college
and its administrators.
Following the reception the presdent’s entourage moved to &IS
Pres. Robert D. Clark’s conference
room for a discussion vvith the
Malian students. To permit Malian

1

students absolute freedom to express their unfavorable as well as
favorable impressions of SJS education the conference was closed
to all but Malians.
President Haidara is also Mayor
of Timbuktu, a city well known
in the vernacular of American
humor. Mayor Haidara attributed
this popularity to the fact that
his city was one of the first West
African cities about which Americans learned.
BANISH CHILDREN
In addition, he said he believes
that American grade school children learning about Africa, are
often threatened with banishment
to Timbuktu to punish bad behavior. This, he continued, results
in better behavior as well as sympathetic association with the word.
Mayor Haidara pointed out that
President Johnson had given personal attention to Timbuktu when,
during a recent festival there, he
sent five American representatives
bearing peisonal greetings.

World Forum
Proposals Rejected
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ro o eview
y
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Annual Y.R. Moet
To Convene Fr!day

visited SJS to see first-hand how students from
Mali were progressing. The visit, sponsored by
the U.S. State Department, included an afternoon reception and closed conference with the

Mali Officials Visit SJS
II) ANNE CARR
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Africa, dark and unknown continent, moved closer to SJS following a visit by dignitaries from the
Republic of Mali. Monday. The
visit was sponsored by the State
Department.
The Hon. Mahamane Beldam,
president of the Mali National
Assembly, spoke at a Cafeteria
reception for Malian students and
their San Jose families. He said
that "all Africans must live together as brothers and als3 must
live as brothers vvith the citizens
of this country." He expressed
pride in Malian representatives at
SJS, urging them to take home
the fruits of their labors here.
President Haidara, speaking on
behalf of the rest of his entourage,
Malian Second Vice President Alioune Sissoko. Secretary-General
Lamine Keita and presidential
aide-de-catnp Lt. Mama Traore,
urged students from Mali to conduct themselves with "the dignity
characterizing Malian visitors all
over the vvorld." He stressed the
importance of honorable behavior
even in the face of conflicts the
foreign students may meet here.
’WARM WELCOME’
Haidara noted that he and his
companions had received a "warrn
welcome from Americans where
ever we have been."
Since French is the langauge
spoken in Mali, the president’s re-

p

Michael Grady, assistant prolessor of English, will review the
novel "Dog Years" today during
the Faculty Book Talk at 12:30
p.m. in Cafeteria rooms A and B.
Background for the novel is
Danzig and Germany between the
1920s and 1950s.
, Quoting Book Week, Book ReSJS Young Republicans will at- i view Digest describes it as "printend the annual convention of the I cipally abolll the love-hide that
California Young Republicans Col- !chains together Eddie Amsel, a
lege Federation, Friday, Saturday I half-Jew and maker nt. geareemws’
and Walter Matern from childhood
and Sunday at Town and Country ! to middle age, through all those
Motel in San Diego.
dog years of growing tension, war
Bob Armstrong, Y.R. president, and Nazi bestiality, aftermath and
is expected to be elected Area frantic materialism . ."
Three director during the confab. .
As of monday Armstrong was an_1::,ifintsninininiiiiiinnin111111111111u

Receive Warm Welcome
or

Spartan Spectrum News will air
taped recordings of Liberation Radio broadcasts from Hanoi, North
Viet Nam, today at 7:25 p.m. on
KXRX, Jerry Harris, news announcer and ham operator who recorded the Hanoi station, reported.
The recording, made on Christmas Eve, is alleged to have been
produced in the United States.
Used as propaganda against United States soldiers, u very Western
sounding voice urges marines to

-S.

opposed in his bid to become :7"
CYRCF director of Santa Clara,
San Mateo, Santa Cruz, San Beni- !
g
to and Monterey counties.
If elected Armstrong plans to E
initiate a three point program ’ =
of organizing Y.R. clubs on all
the campuses in the area, (nal:U.,. =
all the clubs more active aot! E
= -1110text (hatlit nab-rutting
coordinating information betvse,
the various clubs.
at Reamandde
;11’
A resolution endorsing the John- I E
MEN $1.80
son administration’s policy in Viet E
BOY’S $1.55
Nam is expected to develop as a =
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
major issue at the convention.
=
Armstrong indicated that he
Daily 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
would oppose such a resolution be- =
Sunday 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
cause "We have to give the military more control in conducting 1= 1279 E. SANTA CLARA 297-9705
the war if we expect to win."
nnumumumumnummummunk.,

lay down their arms. The pitch is
on loneliness and claims the U.S.
as the aggressors, but wishes all
soldiers a merry Christmas anyway
This is the first program in a
series to be aired on Spectrum
News. "As far as I know, tapes
of the Hanoi program have never

been aired lo Ike public before,"
Ilarris explained.
Also included in tonight’s broadcast will be continents on the
Hanoi broadcast by Gordtm Grebb,
professor of journalism. Cirebb
claims the propaganda "techniques
are antiquated and riot very ef-

fective."

Don’t just sit there,
Wallace Middendorp.
Make a noise. Or drink
Sprite, the
noisy soft
drink.
What did you do
when Joe (Boxcar)
Brkczpmluj was
kicked off the
football team just
because he flunked
six out of four of
his majors? What
did you do, Wallace
Middendorp?
And when the
school newspaper’s
WALLACE MIDDENDORP SAT HERE
editors resigned in
protest because The Chancellor wouldn’t allow the
publication of certain salacious portions of
"Night In a Girl’s Dormitory"
you just sat, didn’t you?
You’ve made a mockery of your
life, Wallace Middendorp!
You’re a vegetable.
Protest, Wallace Middendorp.
Take a stand. Make a noise!
Jr drink Sprite, the noisy soft
drink.
Open a bottle of Sprite at
the next campus speak -out. Let
it fizz and bubble to the
masses.
Let its lusty carbonation
echo through the halls of ivy.
Let its tart, tingling
exuberance infect the crowd
with excitement.
Do these things, Wallace
Middendorp. Do these things,
and what big corporation is
SPRITE. SO TART
going to hire you9
AMP TINGLING..
AE_1UST COULDN’T
KEEP IT QUIET.

1

GENEVA /UPI)- A new Soviet disarmament negotiator yesterday rejecter! U.S. proposals for a treaty banning the further spread
of nuclear weapons.
In his maiden speech before the 17 nation Geneva Disarmament
Conference, Soviet representative Alexi A. Roshchin made it clear
that the Kremlin is prepared to negotiate a ban on the spread of
nuclear weapons only on its own te! ms.
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NEW YORK (UPI1--A Washington correspondent criticized President John-son yesterday for not holding regular formal press conferences, thereby encouraging "government by leak, information by
seepage, or . . . news ooze."
Richard L. Strout, the Christian Science Monitor, told the George
Polk memorial Awards luncheon that Johnson’s irregular and inftequent press conferences are
serious loss to the press, the public
and to the President himself. He said there was danger of Johnson’s
ss ith thi people,

TURKEY

DUET

and the GOBBLERS

/LES
BERS

I /miring Thursday’

THINATRIE

limn Sunday

WORLD’S FIRST THEATRE WITH ALL PERFI.C1 SEATS

PRI4SENTS:’

PIZZA

A Special One Week Engagement of

cieepatpa
Elizabeth Taylor
Richard Burton
Rex Harrison

1 Oc BEERS FOR
LADIES FROM 3 p.m. -9 p.m.
9 EVERY NIGHT
$1 A PITCHER UNTIL

417 So. lst

1

294-1454

Exactly as shown in reserved seat engagements. Your
last chance to see the most expensive motion picture
ever produced.
Show times evenings Sun.-Thurs. 7:45 p.m. $1.50
Friday and Saturday evenings, 8 p.m. $1.90
Friday and Saturday reservations accepted.

Phone 738=1111

1

EASr EL CAMINO PEAL,

SUNAPINALE

Between Wolfe Road Gni Fair Oaks Avenue

Man-on-the-spot :.. in California.
in California and throughout the world.
Last year, he was still in college. Now he’s on
No matter what your major field of study or
his way to a promising future at the Bank of
degree, Bank of America has an opportunity to
America as a Management Trainee.
match your skill. If you’re interested in getting
Bank of America is not only statewideit’s
ahead, you can soon be on your way at the
world-wide. too. So there’s a continuing need
world’s largest bank
Bank of America.
for career-minded young men with ambition and
executive potential to help in the development
of new markets and new banking services both
Dennis L. Elder, Bank of America Recruitment officer, will be at the Placement office April 20.

BANK OF AMERICA
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Free Inquiry Policy
Set by New Club

’Life Exciting, Rewarding’

Summer Aboard Ship
By PAT NI. ( LLOCII
ae dull, exA summer j,,. .
citing, rewarding or frustrating.
For Sue Hammer, jtivior Finelish
reajor. a summer joh meant all
this anti more. Last summer she
spent her working hours atsuird
the S.S. President Wilson luxury
liher as a recreation director.
She hee:ell
in this

l) pit of J. r1)

t all Val 1) age %011ie

watching the television program,
"Oh Susanna," dealing with the
experiences of a ship’s recreation director. Her father, vice
president of the Pacific Maritime Association, was able to
acquire the position for her.
The American President Line
decided they needed tt recreation

director on the economy toutist
class because of the rise in the
number of passengers during the
sununer. The children on board
needed a recreation program to
keep them entertained.
Her summer W S spent basking in the sun, meeting interesting people, exploring the Orient
and just plain working.
A typical day consisted of
planning a recreation program
I for children ranging in age from
7 to 15. This schedule was upheld seven days a week. However, there were days of relaxation when the ship docked at
the ports of Honotuiu. Yokohama, Hong Kong and Manila.
INTERESTING PEOPLE
Of the intersting people she
met, the one she remembers
most is an adventurer who was
out to "seek his fortune in the
world." The typical "James
Bond" type arrived aboard ship
with two gold Inca vases he
purchased in Peru, which he
later sold on the black market
in Hong Kong. Miss Hammer
says, "He always carried pistols
with him, wherever he went.
One under his arm in his coat,
and the other beneath one of
his pants legs." When he left
Hong Kong he was off to see
what Switzerland had to offer
him.
MAN ARRESTED
Once when they docked in
Hong Kong, a man aboard ship
was caught carrying $20,000
worth of narcotics. Miss Hammer remembers a lot of gunfire
on the pier. She does not know
exactly what happened to him.
"They either caught him or
killed him," she said.
Most of the people she met
were either military personnel
or missionaries. They traveled
on the ship in great numbers,
since they could travel at lower
rates. The government owns 75
per cent of the steam.ship company.
If she had the opportunity
she would take the job again
because the experience of traveling and meeting people was very
rewarding.

ralinnow

by !kb Garioto

ARABIAN DANCER
Miss Sarnia Nasser, an Arabian dancer, presents her oriental
dance to the Arab -America Club a+ the Newman Center Friday
evening. Miss Nasser has appeared at the New York 500 Club,
Hollywood’s Egyptian Club, and North Carolina’s Raleigh Country Club. Four Iraqi sheiks put $10,000 each into promoting the
career of Miss Nasser.

TRAVEL fi

wait
Get
closer
with a
HONDA
Closer to class. Closer to the fraternity house.
Arid a lot closer to the opposite sex. Honda
offers you all these advantages plus economy:
price, upkeep and insurance are all irresistably
low. Vl/hy not join the crowd?

EASTER
WEEK IN
HAWAH

SUMMER
SESSION
60 DAYS

7 DAYS ’268.95

Open to Both
Co’s ’N’ Ed’s

10 Dais

$299.95

15 Days

S349 95

PACKAGE INCLUDES:
1. Round trip via Pan Arn nd
United Jet.

2.
3.

Royal Greeting upon arrival
resh Flower L.

4. Tra eeeee from An port to

ri;,74.!:.:%.47""
II. Your own rev lance Chevy II
from ...iv. to chpartur .an

unlimited rnileage!
V.

Prrvato parking et the Drift
wood

Tra eeeee horn Hotel ta I pert
on departure
Pr,c^1 based on clo.dile oc,u0an y Of
rOOm and WO.

$599
Package Includes
I Round trip via Pan Arn and
United JETS
2 Transfers round trip
3 Deluxe Apartments for 60
days including rnaid service
4 Circle island tour
5 Get acquainted Party
6. Tahitian show and LUAU
7. Your OWN 19t6 Chevy II
with UNLIMITED mileage
for the whole 60 days. This
is your car. you just pey for
ths gas.
Plice based On ti;ple occup,n,cy
of room and out.

Sales

Parts

Service

Lowest Financing Rates Ever
to buy a Honda.

141 So. Third

295-7525

G.

..

CALL FOR RESERVATIONS

297.8000
tog mitt,

Students will have the opportunity to send telegrams for a
penny a word today from 8:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in front of
the Spartan Bookstore. The
event is an annual fund raising
project sponsored by the Associated Women Students.
Messages for the "Spartagrams," to be taken today and
delivered tomorrow, will be
typed on regular telegram forms.
Telegrams will be delivered
between Third and 14th Streets
and &oaf Santa Clara to Reed
Street, according to Miss Joan
Holmes, an AWS representative.

Donut Sale Tonight
"Little Sigmas," the little sisters of Sigma Chi Fraternity,
will sell donuts at all living centers tonight from 9 to 10:30
p.m. The project is a fund raising event, according to Barbara
Dolan, a "Little Sigma."

ATTENTION PIZZA LOVERS!

10" PIZZAS
(Cheese,

Sausage, Pepperoni)

DELIVERED EVERY
Mon., Tues., and Wed. only
This in addition to Our Everyday
Standard Delivery Menu of
* 12" Pizza (cheese, sausage, pepperoni)
* Chicken Dinners
* Spaghetti
* Salads
*

Write or call
for reservations
& folder

Free Bro.-A-lure. ’wide Amerirdn Honda Motor Co.. Inc.
Department C.4. Box 50, Gardena, California 0 1966 AHM

SAN JOSE HONDA

1)1. Dement, committee
chairman. Dr. Cornelia Tomes,
associate dean of students, commented, "the Spears were delightful hostesses who planned
the tea, made all the decorations for it and served refreshments."
Women students who attended
ranked in the top four per cent
on their academic placement
card and included freshmen,
sophomores and junior transfer
students.
"The purpose of the ad hoc
committee is to assist in the
expanding role of women and
to encourage their best academic potential," Dr. Dement
said.
R. Buckminster Fuller concluded the program with a talk
on the relation.ships between
men and yeomen through the
ages.

UNLIMITED MILEAGE

iYou Pay th
Wo Pay the

Telegram Selling
To Begin Today

Top Outstanding Coeds
Attend Tea, Reception
Approximately 25 coeds attended a tea and reception
Wednesday afternoon honoring
the outstanding SJS women students, according to Dr. Alice
Dement, professor of psychology.
"The tea and reception was
sponsored by the Committee on
the Education of Women and
assisted by the Spartan Spears,"

"Charming C11.11, Is interested
in a general policy of curiosity
and free inquiry," says Dr.
Thornton Hooper of the SJS
counseling service and adviser to
this new campuis organization.
Charming Club is the collegeage group of the First Unitarian
Church of San Jose. Its purpose,
according to Dr. Hooper, is the
promotion of "religious insight
stimulation
intellectual
and
through shared experiences."
This purpose is not unique to
Channing Club, but is the general attitude of the religious
liberal and the liberally religious
church of which Charming is a
part.
As a part of the Unitarian
Church, Channing has "accepted
the liberal’s responsibility for
honoring the supreme worth of
every human personality and the
dignity of man," says Miss Francine Miller, chairman of the
club.
To illustrate her point Miss
Miller pointed to Channing’s
sponsorship of the chtueh’s HOST
project which brought teenagers
from Selma, Ala. to live in San
Jose for the summer. Channing
also collected and mailed books
down south to further the education of the Negroes there.
To fulfill its function of free
inquiry and shared experiences,
Charming ha.s held several pot
luck dinners and discussions
since its inception last sununer.

Bread

The club also sponsored the recent campus debate on the Viet
Nam situation.
Channing meets twice a month
in the "Room Upstairs" of the
Unitarian Church, 160 N. Third
St. A dinner and discussion of
Erich Fromm’s book "Escape
from Freedom" v411 be the main
project for April.

1TE-AU TIES
ENGAGEMENTS
Linda Sonntehaen. sophomore
home economics education major from Castro Valley and
member of the Home Economics
Club, is engaged to William Gossett, senior civil engineering ma
jor from San Mateo at the University of California at Davis.
A January 1967 wedding has
been set.
Pat WIsler, junior biology major from Oakland and member
of Kappa Alpha Theta, has announced her engagement to Jhn
Saltier, 1965 SJS graduate from
Oakland and member of Theta
Chi. The couple plan to wed late
this summer.
PINNINGS
Ann Houser, senior sociology
major from Monterey and member of Delta Gamma, is pinned.
to Pat Ryan, senior insurance
and real estate major from Los
Angeles and member of Theta
Chi.
Patti Skew, junior scciology
major from Palm Springs and
member of Delta Gamma, has
accepted the pin of Rob Hart,
senior pre-dental major from
Alamo and memher of Delta Upsilon.

Students Comment
On the Advantages
Of Paper Dresses
"1

sec

ii(3\ antages

111

a paper dress," commented Miss
Diane Lapp. senior home economics major, about the easily disposable paper dress to be available in a few weeks throughout
the United States. "I would buy
one to try and see what they
are like," continued Miss Lapp.
In a few weeks a new paper
dress from Scott Paper Company
will be available to the public.
The paper dress is a sleeveless
shift made of flexible tripleply, fire-resistant paper reinforced with rayon scrim fa durable plain -woven, usually cotton
fabric, for use in the clothing or
curtain industry I.
The dress sells for $1 and
comes in four different sizes.
According to an article in a
magazine, the choice of colors
include "gay bandanna print and
an eye-arresting op."
Coeds can look forward to no
more ironing or cleaning. Dresses
can easily be altered by a snip
of the scissors and a little scotch
tape.
Miss Shirley Tarver, sophoomore occupational therapy major, said. "The advantage I see
in buying a paper dress is if you
like to follow the styles you
can afford to change dresses
more often. "If you are money
conscious, she continued. you
may not be able to afford to
keep buying the latest styles
offered."
As of this vveek the San Jose
department stores have no idea
when the dresses will arrive in
this area. A few fashion consultants mentioned that for the
price of $1 it is very unlikely
that they will stock them.

RENT

* Cokes
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Unknowns Might Be Heroes
In Stanford-SJS Track Meet
By PAUL SAVOIA
Spartan Daily Sports Editor
Tommy Smith, Wayne Hermen,
Craig Fergus. Ed Johnson . . .
These are well-known names to
Spartan track fans, but they may
not be the performers who decide

ED JOHNSON
. . . favored

the uutcome of Saturday’s dual
meet with Stanford.
The Smiths, Hermens, et al will
have to be at their best for a
Spartan victory to be sure, but
a team win might well be the result of a comethrough performance
by some lesser-known athlete.
This was the impression given
by rival coaches Bud Winter of
SJS and Payton Jordan of Stanford at this week’s track writers’
luncheon.

FIFTH EVENT

At stake is the mythical Northern California dual meet championship, won lust year by the
Indians for the first time in eight
seasons.
’’This is a meet which could be
decided by a relatively obscure
athlete. Second and third place
points could be very important,"
Winter said.
Smith, however, might steal the
show from the entire cast.
In the last two weeks the splendid sprinter has garnered awards

However, if the meet winner is
still in doubt going into the final
event, the mile relay, Winter indicated that Smith will probably
run the anchor leg of this also.
Hermen, who performs as effectively- if not as specutacular- as Smith, will also be in for a full
day with action in both relays, the
100-yard dash and the 220.
His quick starts have doubled
with Smith’s finishes to make the
Spartans tough in the relays.
At Santa Barbara last weekend,
the Spartans whipped the Indians
in the 440, 880 and mile relays.
but the Indians won on team points
42-39.

Golfers Victorious;
Small Nips Weichers
Terry Small led SJS golfers to
their fifth win in six matches Monday by defeating Santa Clara star
Jim Weichers 2-1 in the feature
match.
The Spartans won aS a team
20% to 6%.
Despite losing to the stocky
Bronco linkster in medal play,
Small took the heralded duel.
Weichers fashioned a 71 over the
San Jose Country Club layout
while Small recorded a three-overpar 73.
OUT OF BOUNDS
Small lost a chance for medal
honors by belting a pair of shots
out of bounds.
Four other Spartan golfers also
emerged with individual vtctories.

Busy Racketeers
Take On Stanford
Spartan netters swing back into
action today when they visit Stanford for a 2:30 p.m. dual.
Butch Krikorian’s racketeers put
their perfect 4-0 record on the
line yesterday against the University of California in San Jose. Results were not available at press
time, however.
Singles star Fred Best leads the
Indian counterattack today. The
Stanford netter grabbed the
Northern California Intercollegiate
title at Berkeley earlier this year.
San Jose visits Cal State at
Hayward tomorrow and returns
home Friday again.st Redlands.
Redlands will be led by John Yeomans, termed by Krikorian as
"ungracious, but good."

Ken Slasor led the parade by posting a 72, winning 2% to %.
Don Keffer (75) ended his parbreaking string but took a 2% to
% triumph. Ctuis Andrews (73)
belted out a 3-0 win and Ross
Randall (72) landed another 3-0
whitewash.
BEST BALL
In best ball play, Small-Keffer
gained a 1% to 1% split while
Andrews-Slasor and Randall-Jim
Troncatty slammed ahead 3-0.
Jerry Vroom’s boomers travel
to the Fresno Classic Friday.
Among the top squads expected to
battle in the two-day meeting are
Arizona State University, the University of Southern California and
Los Angeles State.
Vroom expects the six golfers
who saw action Monday will carry
San Jose hopes.
Play will be on the Fort Washington layout.
TOUGH ASSIGNMENT
The Spartans must rebound
Monday afternoon when they take
on L.A. State in a dual meeting
on the San Jose CC course at 1
Pan
Spartan swingers will have to
be at their best to beat the Los
Angeles crew, which took second
in the NCAA Championships last
year.
Holiday competition continues
with the Western Intercollegiates
on April 7-9, on the scenic Pasatiempo course in Santa Cruz.
Spartan golfers will be out to
defend last year’s crown, but will
face top competition from the
Coast’s low-average linksters.
Randall will be out to regain
the individual championship he
won as a freshman two years ago.

Intramural Announcements
ItAshtt. [BALI.
VOLLEYBALL
It’s do or die tonight for. frad Tomorrow is the deadline date
ternity basketball champion Alpha , for six -man volleyball entries to
Tau Omega as they meet independ-1 be turned in to the Intramural";
Office. A volleyball team capent titlist Awful-Awfuls in the,
tain’s meeting will also be held
second game of the all-college bas- I t anorrow at 3:30 p.m. inMG201
ketball tournament at 7 p.m. in
the men’s gym.
Monday night the Awfuls took’
the initial step in defense of their I
LUIGI’S
all-college title by dumping ATO
PIZZA
34-26 in the first game of the
PARLOR
two-out -of-three playoff.
The Awfuls actually won the
raggedly-played contest at the foul
Today’s Special!
line, where they were able to hit
on 11 of 17 attempts, while the
10c, 20c, and 30c, off
fraternity team was converting
only two of 14 free tosses.
on every small, medium,
The Awfuls’ Mel Tom was game
and large Oza,
high -point man with 13, while
respectively.
teammate Jerry Shaw added 10.
In another basketball contest
$1
Spaghett1
Monday night, the Swisher’s, led
Ravioli $1.15
by Dave Hicks and Terry Dunning.
stopped Markham Hall 62-47 to
-Eine Italian fwd.
capture the lower-division inde1074 Lincoln Ave. 295-7995
pendent totumament championship.

re; the Northern California trackman of the week and as the topi
performer In the Santa Barbara i
Easter Relays.
He appears to be out to better
these honors as he is entered in
four. and pos.sibly fhe, events
for the Indian meet.
Smith will compete in his spelcialties--the 220-yard and 440yard dashesas well us take a
few broad jumps and run the anchor leg on the 440 relay.

MYTHICAL CHAMPIONSHIP

BIG ATTRACTION
The biggest attraction of the
meet is the expected sprint battles of Smith and Hermen against
Stanford’s barrel-chested Lamy
Quest ad.
Quested whipped the Spartan
twosome in last year’s meets for
one of the surprises that led to an
81% to 63% Indian conquest.
However, earlier this month Hermen beat Quested in the 100 and
the Spartans beat the Indians 10198 in the Stanford Relays.
Hermen and Quested will lock
in the 100, with all three meeting
in the 220 and Smith challenging
the former NCAA 100 champion
in the anchor leg of the 440 relay.
At Santa Barbara, Smith was
10 yards behind Quested when he
got the baton for the last leg of
the 880 relay. Smith won by five
yards going away.
Fergus and Johnson--or the latter’s teammates Terry Doe or Gene
Zubrinskyor expected to take
firsts in the triple jump and high
jump, respectively, while Stanford is counting on firsts from
discus-shot put ace Bob Stoecker,
handyman Bud Walsh and middledistance man Dave Deubner.

-gi your yroup Laving
GOLDILOCKSSfanford freshman sprinter Pat Morrison, the
British 200-meter champion, will lead the Papooses against the
&IS frosh Saturday in a meet run in conjunction with the varsity
encounter. Morrison still sports the blond Beetle haircut he
brought with him from England.

1.60
1.60
1.60
1.60
1.60
1.60

Any 3 meats

COMBINATION PLATES

Any 2 meats

$1.75

Slab of nutty Swiss cheese

$2.

.35

orders include choice of Barbecued Beans,
or Macaroni, Bread and Butter
Visit the Gaslite Room for Fun. Banquet Facilities 5 to 700.
Ballroom Leasing.
Rooms from $85 Per Month.
SAN CARLOS of MARKET STS.
Locatd in th Saint Clair Hot1

a C03181Mt party,
or oder racial event?
Cull

JRS ENTERPRISES

Bowling Coach Looks Ahead

for all color

PHOTOGRAPHY

Where has Gary Bryan been?
You can bet Sobciak will be
That must be bowling coach alking to Gary when bowling
season comes around next year.
Ed Sobczak’s cry.
While Sobczak was struggling
to field a representative team this
year aR the Spartans’ first venture into inter-collegiate action,
Gary was hiding away in one of
Sobczak’s beginning bowling
classes.
Proving to be anything but a
beginner, the sophomore business
management major rolled games
of 234, 231 and 201 in the class
Thursday.

Phone 286-5392 after 5 p.m.

Hank’s
Barber Shop
Spitcialists in Me
Art of Cutting Hair
orsw
Tuesday thru Saturday
9 a.m. - 6 p.m.

Hanks’ Barber Shop

148 B. Alma Across from the
Dept. of Motor Vehicles

TIGER HELP
YOU RNA
ESS N YOUR HEM?

We don’t mean to jest about the most serious decision youll ever make
... ifs just that Humble Oil & Refining Company actually offers opportunities
and responsibilities that might be a little awesome if we took ourselves too
seriously.
You see, Humble is America’s leading supplier of energy. We’re not only
the principal domestic operating affiliate of the Standard Oil Company (New
Jersey), but also affiliated with Esso Production Research Company, the Enjay
Chemical Company and Esso Research and Engineering Company.
That automatically makes us a leader in U.S. petroleum exploration, producing, manufacturing, transportation, research and marketing. Our employees
also find opportunities with other Standard Oil Company (New Jersey)
affiliates throughout the world.
And that is why we need people at all degree levels, from Bachelor to
Ph.D.-and in almost every discipline.
If you’re seeking the rewards that derive from significant contributions
in your field, we’d like to tallc to you -seriously.

Walk in now for
Moderate Prices
Hofbrau Style Food
Roast Eastern Beef
Virginia Baked liam
Kosher Style Corned Beef
Roast Tom Turkey
Chicago Style Pastranti
Roast Turkey Leg

RPART.AN DATT.T--5
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masculine
...that’s the kind of aroma she likes being close to. The aroma of Old Spice.
Crisp, tangy, persuasive. Old Spice ...
unmistakably the after shave lotion for
the untamed male. Try it soon...she’s
1.25 & 2.00
waiting.

Our Engineering Recruiting Team
will visit the campus April 1,1966.

HUMBLE

...that’s the way it is
vvith Old Spice

295.2626

0.1- A. REVINING COMPANY . . .
AMERICA’S LEADING ENERGY COMPANY

rasiNeke
SHULTON

SEE
YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE

.....

A PLANS FOR PROGRESS COMPANY AND AN EQUAL

OPPuRTUt, I It’

EMPLOYER.

Wednesday. March 10
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Savings Bond Sales Planned
There will be a U.S. Government
sits ings bond campaign by departments Monday. April 11, through
Friday. April 15, according to Dr.
George E. Deshon, associate professor of business. Selected staff
members will sell bonds to other

staff members within their departments.
A meeting will be held today at
3:30 p.m. in S164. A Treasury Department representative will hand
out brochures and show a movie
c1,1.iming the campaign.
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C anges at U.C.?

SJS Prof Comments
On Muscatine Report
By KRIS BLAKELY
Spartan Daily Stuff Writer
"SJS is beginning to be more
like the University of California
while Cal is returning to the kind
of education we promote in the
state colleges," according to Dr.
John Galm, assistant professor of
English at SJS.
Dr. Galm’s comment is in reaction to major changes proposed
for the educational program at the
University of California. A committee of nine professors made the
proposal last week in a report to
the faculty on a study initiated as
a result of last year’s Free Speech
Movement.

BEDROOM FURNISHED APT. Deluxe.
ciLiet & reasonable price. See man
545 S 5th St.
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’61 CORVAIR VAN
IYPING. Pica Electric. Work guaranteed
43.6313 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
’55 FORD
AUTOMOBILE & MOTORCYCLE INsURANCE for students. Chat Bailey
’.6 5386. 449 W. San Carlos.
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EXPERT TYPING. IBM electric. Theses,
apers, etc. Work guaranteed. 378 Jo Vine.

.59 MG COUPE
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NG DONE IMMEDIATELY in my
181,4 Solectric. Reasonable rates.
?iiki9597.
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RELIABLE TYPING. Errors corrected.
done. Near campus. Call 292/346 aovtime.
TYPING. REASO-NABLE - ALL WORK
GUARANTEED. Price by hour or page.
294 3772. 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
TYPING IN MY HOME. 3 years expo’ :.irantned. Editing
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TAPE
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RECORDER.

PAN PACIFIC ca$42.50. Like
Phooe 298.3544.
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HELP WANTED 10
JUNIOR, SENIOR MISS NEEDED ’
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174-ASHER
441 a.
FOOD!

WANTED. Morning or eve,,
, 2:30 p.m. GOOL

4,1 ro

LOVING AND EXPERIENCED ca-ce -for
.’
S. 13th. Week
298.3599.
TYPING IN MY HOME. Sunnyvale area.
IBM electric typo,.
Price per hour
245.79;9
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BOOKS &

GREETING

PAPERBACKS

CARDS

-a,Books
TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
Steven, Creek & Winchester
San Jose’s Big Bookstore
OPEN EVENINGS & SUNDAY
Serving California Since 1851

TODAY
SJS Cycling Amociation, 7:30
p.m.. Memo’s Pizza, Fourth and
San Fernando streets. Plans for
vacation camping hip will be
made.
spartan Chi, 7 p.m., JC55. General meeting.

Produced by the Radio & TV Journalism
Students of San Jose State

"SPARTAN SPECTRUM"
Twice nightly tonight and every night
7:25 and 7:55 p.m.
1001X-at 1500

on your

AM radio dial

"cativoiied cpaptan

//

Y.R.s To Sponsor
Campaign Speech

’ynn Wickland
c.j.c. pact, Coed 4try4:
"I needed a ride to Saratoga on Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday, so I placed a

can’t tell you how glad I was, Saratoga

o

long

walk!"

You, too, can get satisfying results with a classified ad.
If you need a ride home for Easter, want a roommate,
or have something to sell, come to room J206 between
10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m., Monday thru Friday.
Address
Start ad on
(Dale)
deft

Enclosed N

Tau Delta Phi, 7:30 p.m., Cafeteria room B. A speaker will be
featured at the pledges meeting at
7:30 p.m. in HE5.
ArabeArnerlean Club, 3:30 p.m.,
Cafeteria rooms A and B. "Miss
Brooks’ Group" from the SJS
Drama Department will entertain.
Phi Alpha Theta, 6 p.m., Campus
Chapel. The initiation will be followed by a reception in HI.
College Young Life, 9:45 p.m.,
Campus Christian Center, 300 S.
10th St.
Chi Alpha, 6 p.m., Chi Alpha Student Center, 104 S. 13th St.
A.I.E.S.E.C. Committee (SAM),
6:30 p.m., Sainte Claire Hotel. The
committee will meet before the
regular SAM meeting.
Society tor the Advancement of
Management (SAM), 6:30 p.m.,
Sainte Claire Hotel. Guest speaker
for the first membership meeting
will be Gordon Levy, resident manager and partner of Deart Witter
and Company of San Jose.
Tau Delta Phl, 1:30 p.m., Cafeteria rooms A and B. All TDP
faculty and members are invited
to attend the luncheon meeting.
Music Department faculty, 8:15
p.m., Concert Hall. Admission is
free to the faculty recital.

Baptist Student Union, 7:30 p.m.,
Memorial Chapel. Various types
of church music will be presented
for discussion. Everyone welcome.
Phi Eta Stsrmn, 3.30 p.m., FO
104.

is

Phone

-e-

Dr. Betty Jane Trotter, associate North Texas State University
professor of physical education for where she was editor of "The Bulletin" of Texas Association for
women, has authored a 200-page
Health, Physical Educational and
book entitled "Volleyball for Girls
Recreation. She was named by
and Women."
Governor Price Daniel to the Texas,
The book contains not only the Youth Fitness Council.
presentation and practice of individual skills and the team patterns
of play, but also coaching techniques in competitive programs.
Li her first attempt at such a
task, Dr. Trotter was contacted
by the Ronald Press Company of
New York and asked to write the
book for the Ronald Sports Library.
"The book is written for students planning to teach and coach
volleyball," Dr. Trotter explained.
Dr. Trotter has considerable experience in coaching. She led SJS
women’s volleyball team to an undefeated season and 1965 Northern
California Championship.

Resident Adviser
Application Forms
Available Now

Applica ions for resident -adviser
for men’s and women residence
halls for the 1966-67 academic year
are now available in the Housing
Office, 319 S. Fifth St.
Deadline to turn in applications

is Friday, April 22.
Women on the extramural team
Preference will be given to gradserved as models for illustrations
(late and upper division students
in the book.
Dr. Trotter presiously taught at with it 2.5 or higher GPA, according to Robert’ Baron, housing director.

Business Groups
Plan Convention

After submitting applications,
students will be inteniewed, and
position assignments will be made
in mid-May, Baron said.

Further information
The Holiday Inn Riviera, Palm in the Housing Office.

is available

Spring’s, Florida, will be the scene
of this year’s California Business
Education Association convention
to be held April 3-5.
Representing SJS in the annual
state event svill be Dean Milburn
D. Wright of the School of Business and six faculty members from
the Department of Business including Chairman Edwin A. Swanson,
Professor Alvin C. Beckett, Assistant Professor Wanda A. Fllockhus,
Mrs. Bertha A. Craft arid Assistant Professor Robert J. Thompson.
Approximately 1,000 bu-siness educators from California are expected to attend from seven area federations of the C.B.E.A.
Participating in pooling of ideas
from educational and professional
leaders will be Dean Milburn D.
Wright, Dr. Edwin A. Swanson,
Dr. Alvin C. Beckett and Dr. Wanda A. Blockhus.

Group To Read
Tales in Round
Folk tales deted 111-Ille-lound
by a group of storytellers directed
by Dr. Courtancy Brooks, professor of drama, will highlight
the Arab-American Club meeting
tomorrow in Cafeteria A arid B
from 3:30 to 5 p.m.
Miss Diane Wallace, club social
chairman, said anyone Ls welcome
to attend.
The storytellers perform for
various campus and community
groups.

ALL NEW L

safavi.
$107.50
EVEN LESS WITH TRADE

MODERN
OFFICE MACHINES CO.
124 E San Fernando St.
Next to Calif. Book Store

rioat-74
Married or Sinple,
You have a personal responsibility to carry auto liability insurance.

PAY BY THE MONTH
No intereat
No carrying chari.:KEY
INSURANCE EXCHANGE
20 E. San Antonio
For your campus agent call:
291-6269

TOMORROW

No refunds possible on canceled ads.

(Please Print)

While teaching ability has alvvays been granted importance in
new and tenure appointments, in
theory, in practice it has been,
"Publish or perish."
The 200-page report also proposes that future recommendations lie accompanied by a formal
dossier on the teaching performance of the candidate," and that
it be accompanied by "written
reports by colleagues, evaluating
the candidate’s classroom performance on the basis of class visitations and a statement by the
candidate describing the rationale
of hLs teaching efforts."
MAJOR PROPOSALS
Other major proposals include:
Closing the faculty-student
gap with freshman seminars, many
more small classes, and increased
independent study-education
through inquiry.
Improving teaching by raising non -major instruction to the
level of excellent teaching received by majors and graduate
students.
Offering credit for community
service projects and create courses
on contemporary problems to give
greater meaning to learning.
strengthening teaching by faculty evaluation of instruction and
student critique of courses, and
by training of teacher’s assistants.

Spartaguide

classified ad. My gosh, I got six calls on
the first day. I accepted the first. I just

n

For

It ’hi sell& for le?

Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Spine
for Each Line)
Do Not Abbreviate

rj Announcements (1)
!"3 Automotive (2)
For Sale (3)
ri Help Wanted (4)
1-1 Housing (5)
Lost and Found (6)
TI Personals (1)
11 Services (8)
0 Transportation (9)

City

between 10th and llth

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One time
3 lines

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION

Name

481 E. San Carlos

r

MEN STUDENTS. 1.1i time puhl,
tact work. concernina the cpe
TRANSPORTATION 191
program. during spring break. (_
tinue part tirne during next seme,ter,
and again full time during the coming RIDERS TO LOS ANGELES area for
summer. Call Mr. Ashton. 295.4104.
Easter Vacation. Leaving April 1st. Contact Bill, at 379-2494.
HOUSING 15)
RIDER WANTED TO Tucson eree. Can
.
April 2 or 3 & return April 9. 264DELUXE STUDENT apts. Brand new. 2
. i’oa, 3 p.m. Girl preferred.
bedroom, 2 bath. Danish furniture. elec.
tric kitchen large closets. S150 4 per 1GOING TO SAN DIEGO this Easter
Need a ride there & back.
sors
".6 S 9th. 294-9170.
Pat at 298-7461 after 6 p.m.
MFN ONLY ’,hare large room. Clean & WANTED: ride
to Modesto. Can leave
. lora. 46 S. 121h, after 5 Fri
,1 1st. after I p.m. Call Fran
-es C
Wndtbiirn Nall 294-2916.
GR aDUATE OR LOPER EilififION girl itiliERS TO SALT LAKE CITY. Leaving
Ar campus. $50 April ,
.
I 354.4919.
5 p.m. 538.5830.
FEMALE RIDER :anted to accompany
BECROOM APT. Furnished or unfur. mother &
fo Carpinteria or
-I. Close to campus. Santa Barba,
,rea. Ride free. Leave
either Fri. or Sat. Call 378-0312.
MALE ROOMMATE wanted, to share
NEED RIDE TO PORTLAND CIVe( E(10,3r.
-t
c
Privary & quiet. $35 C.111 Karen at 292-7862.
2
41. Ca:I 294.6707.
MALT UNAPPROVED HOUSING.
To place an ad:
.
.
o
.
Visit the
& B., B -Q pit. 3 blork frnrn SJS.
Classified Adv. Office -J206
n- nth. 293.9877. 596 S. 10th St.
Daily
FOR RENT
men - rooms $25. $30.
10:30 - 3:30
bled born college. free
I
,38. 426 S. 7th St.
Submit ads 2 publications days prior
FURNISHED APT. I bedroom. Twin to day ad is to run.
beds.
Water & garbage. Modern.
Send in handy order blank. Enclose
SOLK10.. Well imullted. 1/, block from cash or check. Make check out to
Spartan Daily Classifieds.
none 294-6414. Est. 2405

To buy. sell, rent or
announce anything.
just fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

Custom Cleaners

graduate students and undergraduates.
The report calls for increased
diversity in educational programs,
available to both undergraduate
and graduate students.
"My impression of the report is
that there is nothing revolutionary
in the document itself,’’ Dr. Galm
says.
He suggests that thy report indicates a return to the older concept of teaching, where emphasis
is placed on instruction rather than
on research’.
"I find the whole thing rather
paradoxical," says Dr. Galm.
He observes that the SJS faculty generally would like to do
more research while the faculty
at Berkeley, which has left instruction to assistants to conduct
research. now is returning to an
emphasis on instruction.
One of the most important recommendations in the Muscatine Report calls for teaching to be
weighed as heavily as scholarship
in faculty appointments and granting of tenure arid faculty promotion.
A second proposal a.sks for a
Board of Educational Development.
headed by a vice chancellor, to
review constantly educational procedures and to encourage innovation and experimentation.

Physical Ed. Instructor
Authors Volleyball Text

Let classifieds make you a "Satisfied Spartan." A 3
line ad for 5 days is only $2.50!

SJS’ Young Republicans will
sponsor a speech by William Patrick, candidate for the Republican
gubernatorial nomination, Tuesday, April 12 at 2 p.m. on Seventh
Street.
Patrick, president of Holiday
Magic Cosmetics, will give a campaign speech, according to Paul
Reimers, Y.R. member.

Beautiful
,Shoes for
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Europe ’66’

via
WWI
UNITED
1C+
4"4-

RESERVE
NOW!
New York
to Paris

331.00
Inc. Tax
ROUND TRIP

ViA TWA ... DEPARTS June 14fh ... RETURNS Sept. 8
Via United/Iberia ... DEPARTS June 20 ... RETURNS Sept. 5
San Francisco to Paris ROUND TRIP $563.00
(Based on group rate) Children Half Fare,
Youth Fare $476.00

S Mid-heel
Is - Wedgies
W h.v your size
AAAAA to
RV, fer 12
S12 to
S30

charge accounts
open thurs ’ill 9

171;410ES
292-S090
30 E. San Antonio
Downtown San Jose

New York
to London

300.00

Inc. Tclil
ROUND TRIP
Via
... DEPARTS June 21
RETURNS Sept. 5
San Francisco to London ROUND TRIP $532.00
(Based on Group rate) Children Half Far.,
Youth Fare $445.00
Ask about our Europe "by all means of transportation" student
tour. Auto Purchase/Rental plans available, Eurail passes.
CONTACT TONY ENGSTROM
297-0428
SJS Grad Student
51 Se.
in Business

